
My Search for Self during Lockdown 

Isn’t it’s marvelous when you get to know about yourself? 

Do you ever get to know the beautiful chemistry of your parents? 

Do you ever get to know that cooking is not that much tough? 

Do you ever get to know that watching television with family is not that much boring? 

Do you ever get to know that dancing with full of heart is much better rather than dancing in pubs or parties? 

Do you ever get to realize that how beautiful you look in your pajamas? 

Do you ever experience till before the healthy lifestyle? 

Do you ever think of that sitting at one place can be good sometimes? 

Do you ever thought that the person who is more introvert can talk too? 

Do you ever experience good time to splash the ideas on paper? 

Do you get to know that you can draw too? 

Do you ever experiencing the relaxed time in reading book via enjoying the solid sunset from your balcony? 

 



Though I have more questions left with me but limits too there. As far as I know you all must have experience this during 

Lockdown which is going. 

We humans always assume that by involve our self in so many things ultimately lay unproductive. But can we just look to 

optimistic side anyway? I think humans have the power to mold themselves in any situation that they can do dancing, 

singing, making art, cooking, working and most importantly CARPE DIEM”. 

If I tell you about my story, I never felt that before this phase that be unapologetically be you at your home. Although you 

know it’s quite weird when you’re at your place where you surround all the time with your family, where there is a routine 

you have to follow, where you wake up early and sleep to bed early, where only you play the role of puppy . Most of the time 

this is the situation in case of Indian family. But I feel so grateful to find myself, the worth of myself, to identified the 

potential of mine , to look over the things in a positive way, to indulge myself in  the activities which I always look for t ime 

to do, to just work upon my dreams, to just be happy by seeing Sunrise & Sunset. All these makes me realize that a biggest 

myth we always go after is time which we think we don’t have enough to do this or that. Actually, let me tell you, everyone is 

taking this quarantine as a villain that why this came?! Like I totally agreed that it is affecting the whole world in a way of 

economy and people’s health but why not to look over some things which gives us strength to wake up every day and smile? 

As far as we are alive why not to use most of it, what if we are not allowed to go outside. we can do multiple things at our 

home also by not stuck to only one. 

 



Sometimes we are taking life so seriously even though we don’t know what will happen after a second. There are billions of 

people out there who have so many dreams and only planned but nobody is taking appropriate actions for that. It makes 

no sense. I remembered, when I was in in 10th grade, I was found of very shy and always who was introvert and it might 

seem like I didn’t have any dreams or motivation left with me. But I read somewhere its very beautiful to find your own self, 

your capability, what makes you happy, what skills do you acquire and place you different among all, how you just  want to 

live your life, what you will do if today is your last day and eat at your home ,  what you can write to the person who you 

always admire & cherish , what you pick up to read if you have tons of books in front of you and you’ll have to choose one.  

Aren’t all these sounds very unrealistic? Though it’s not because this is what every individual should ask itself that where is 

my “IKIGAI”- A Japanese terminology of how to become positive and happy, Living a long and cheerful life. 

Every person has goals, long term / Short term which is very important because they guide us to choose the right path. But 

are we actually working on that or we get enough time? Because to be honest we people always demand “TIME”, that I don’t 

have much or enough. BINGO, what you can say the now? Is the current break is not giving you a kind of relaxation to 

work fully, to find the true worth of, being you? 

I explored myself in such a way that I end up being the real “Me”.  It’s like a solo travelling where you only heard about 

everything an might getting some thoughts of how I am going to manage or what if I need any help? Same exactly I 

experienced by being at home from last 2 months and doing everything & anything without know ing that what if I didn’t 

end with making a delicious dish or making a perfect art or didn’t finished the whole book or doesn’t learnt the dance 

accurately or not end up with making a strong connection with my parents or not achieved a big target but though I think 

at last I realized that its not compulsory that you should do everything perfectly sometimes there is a happiness in the mess 

and it motivates us to can do better next time. Thinking outside the box hit me hard in an optimistic way and during this 

serious phase where everyone is placing themselves at home, by being safe helps me identify myself and thought about 

everything to do which earlier I assumed impossible to be. 



 

My journey of finding me during this break taught me; “The only person that makes you Happy is You! This is a lie that we 

need anyone Always but the truth is You come by all alone and obviously die alone too, So no need to judge anybody 

because at last a little patience, a break through comfort zone, and your every second of hard work if you’re anywhere is 

enough to live without any regrets.    

 

A Journey of finding the true self during the lockdown……. 


